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SummaryIn ontrast to the normal, environmental-tehnial, top-down approah towardssustainability, this researh plaes human behaviour, knowledge, and knowledgemanagement at the ore, taking a bottom-up perspetive. From the bottom-upperspetive, solutions for sustainability-related problems are �ne-tuned to the on-text in whih they our. Sustainability is not a tehnial problem domain. More-over, sustainability follows from the ways humans behave. Our approah oinideswith a shift in sustainability-thinking. Sustainability had been pereived as a sim-ple problem domain, for whih long-term objetives ould be set. Sustainabilityproblems existed in stati ontexts, as well as an absolute measure of sustainabi-lity. Currently, sustainability is seen as a dynami, omplex onept for whih noabsolute measures are available. Solving sustainability-related problems demandstaking dynamis and omplexity into aount, involving adaptation. These newinsights into sustainability replaed the top-down approah with a bottom-up ap-proah. Human behaviour, knowledge, and knowledge management take a entralposition in the bottom-up approah. Human behaviour is seen as the expressionof his knowledge. Through knowledge management it is possible to hange thisbehaviour.The objetive of this thesis is �rst to inrease the understanding of sustaina-bility as omplex, dynami onept. Individual and olletive human behaviourtake a entral position. Seond, the objetive is to investigate what means an beused to improve sustainability. Spei�ally the use of deision support systems forsustainability-improvement is explored.This researh relates sustainability and human behaviour using the oneptof artefat (arti�ial system). Sustainability onerns the improving the balanebetween the artefat and its environment. An artefat is a system that is human-made and human-operated, and as suh depends on human behaviour. Knowledgeof humans determines an artefat's behaviour. Beause artefat and environmentontinually hange, humans who operate the arti�ial system need to learn ontinu-ally to safeguard its sustainability. Knowledge management ontrols this learning.Ideally, learning is an integrated part of human behaviour. Knowledge that is usedto improve sustainability is denoted as `knowledge of sustainability'. `sustainabi-lity of knowledge' refers to the ontinuous learning of new knowledge regardingsustainability improvement.The main question is what onditions need to be met for knowledge of sustain-ability to beome sustainability of knowledge? Regarding this question, �rst theinterdependenies between knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of know-221



ledge are important. Next, the onepts that onstitute knowledge of sustainabilityand sustainability of knowledge are determined. Subsequently, intervention usingdeision support systems has been explored, onsidering the fators that are ofimportane in onstruting these systems. A literature study was used to answerthese questions from a theoretial perspetive. Two ase studies provide pratialanswers.To realise sustainability, knowledge of sustainability of an artefat is required.An individual needs to know how a ar funtions to let it funtion in a sustainablemanner. However, knowledge of sustainability of an artefat alone is not enough.The artefat and its environment are dynami, hanging its sustainability on-stantly. Knowledge of sustainability of the artefat beomes obsolete and needsto be replaed by new knowledge: the sustainability of the knowledge of sustain-ability needs to be improved. Knowledge management realises the sustainabilityof knowledge. New knowledge of sustainability of a spei� artefat is developedand subsequently embedded in the behaviours of the individuals who operate theartefat. Shortomings in existing knowledge of sustainability are determined andmeasures are taken to resolve them. Deision support system �t these measures.This kind of system is able to realise sustainability of knowledge, if it is tuned tothe learning harateristis of its users.The �rst ase study onerns AVEBE, the starh potato o-operative of the north-ern region of The Netherlands. This ase study fousses on knowledge transfer be-tween researhers and farmers. Survival of the starh potato growth, the artefat,is threatened by tehnial, soial, and limatologial hanges in its environment.Current yields and knowledge of farmers are insuÆient to ope with these hanges.Espeially low-yielding farmers are at risk. In several studies, new knowledgeabout various aspets of the starh potato growth has been developed, target-ing to improve sustainability of the starh potato value hain. This knowledge ismade aessible through a broad range of ommuniation hannels, among whihdeision support systems. AVEBE attempts to reah its farmers to realise the ne-essary hange of the starh potato growth. However, the neessary hange does nottake plae. Our study determined reasons why develop knowledge of sustainabilityabout the starh potato growth is not adopted by farmers, foussing on the infor-mation proessing behaviours of farmers. We showed that four types of farmersexist, eah haraterised by its own information proessing behaviours. High-yielding farmers use the omplete range of ommuniation hannels. Low-yieldingfarmers do not use the Internet or deision support systems. AVEBE developedseveral deision support systems partiularly to support low-yielding farmers. Weonlude that AVEBE's urrent arrangement of its knowledge transfer does not �tits objetives. Instead of the urrently undi�erentiated ommuniation, AVEBEshould tailor its ommuniation hannels to the di�erent types of farmers. Weprovide reommendations to realise this redesign of ommuniation. In this asestudy, we show that knowledge transfer is hampered if learning harateristis ofindividual farmers are not onsidered in the onstrution of means of knowledgetransfer. In this ase study knowledge of sustainability has been extended withknowledgeabout learning harateristis of farmers.The Optihem Infonet ase study is situated in the Duth paper industry. This222



ase study fouses on the development of a deision support system that supportspersons who perform tasks at the site of a paper mill regarding hemials (theartefat). Chemials are used in paper prodution to enlarge paper mills' produtportfolios and to expand their market. Knowledge transfer about these hemialshowever hardly takes plae. First, employees that perform tasks at a paper millsite are not trained to handle these hemials. They are not apable to assessthe risks that relate to the hemials they enounter while performing their tasks,nor are they able to take adequate measures if a dangerous situation regardingthese hemials originates. Seond, knowledge about these hemials is dispersedamong multiple organisations in the paper industry, whih do not exhange thisknowledge with eah other. An integrated model of the knowledge of sustainabilityof handling hemials in the paper industry did not exist at the beginning of thisprojet; it had to be developed. During this ase study, two deision support sys-tem prototypes have been developed that support individuals regarding hemials.The seond is disussed in this thesis. It support leaners and truk drivers regard-ing respetively their leaning and unloading tasks. Using the deision supportsystem, they are able to assess the dangers relating to hemials they enounterwhile performing their tasks, and to take adequate ountermeasures. In the deve-lopment of the prototype, urrent knowledge about hemials of leaners and trukdrivers has been taken into aount. In a user-test, the adequate arrangement ofhuman-omputer interation with leaners and truk drivers regarding knowledgeabout hemials has been determined. In this ase study, an integrated model ofknowledge of sustainability about hemials in the paper industry has been de-veloped. Additionally, we showed that knowledge transfer from this knowledgedomain, using a deision support system is possible, if knowledge of leaners andtruk drivers about this domain is taken into onsideration. The development ofknowledge of sustainability and the realisation of knowledge transfer using a dei-sion support system in this ase study, ontributed to sustainability of knowledgein the paper industry.A tehnial approah towards sustainability solves only half the problem. Humanbehaviour, knowledge, and learning also need to be onsidered to realise sustaina-bility. For this, a knowledge management perspetive on sustainability is required.Knowledge of sustainability about an artefat ontributes to the improvement ofsustainability of the artefat, but needs to be made sustainable itself. To en-sure sustainability of knowledge, knowledge of sustainability needs to inorporateknowledge about the learning harateristis of the individuals who operate theartefat. Sustainability of knowledge on the one hand should lead to the develop-ment of new knowledge of sustainability about the artefat. On the other hand,this new knowledge should result in a hange of the behaviour of the individ-uals who operate the artefat. If knowledge of sustainability inorporates bothknowledge about the artefat and knowledge about the learning harateristis ofits operators, at a meta-level knowledge of sustainability beomes sustainabilityof knowledge. Deision support systems an be used to realise sustainability ofknowledge. In addition to the knowledge of sustainability about a spei� artefat,knowledge about the learning harateristis of the individuals who operate theartefat needs to be used in onstrution.223




